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Dr Mahak Gopal 
Resident Medical Officer 

I am a Resident Medical Officer working with WACHS at Geraldton Health 
Campus. Living and working in Geraldton has offered both personal and 
professional benefits. There is adequate work-life balance which has allowed 
me to appreciate the beauty of the Midwest and encounter a supportive local 
community. Geraldton has spectacular beaches – whether you’re walking, 
swimming, reading a book by the shore or watching a majestic sunset, the 
serenity of Geraldton is incredible! 

The hospital incorporates a positive work environment where there is 
professionalism and respect in all the departments. The senior colleagues are 
very supportive and keen to teach. Along with that, the medical education unit 
provides ongoing learning opportunities which are engaging and rewarding. I 
am so thankful for this encouraging atmosphere where I have been able to 
attain a wide range of clinical skills. The whole hospital comes together and is 
passionate towards providing optimal health care to the community. The social 
cohesiveness of rural communities is appreciated and is one of the most 
positive aspects of working in Geraldton. 

I highly recommend working at WACHS Geraldton for those wanting to pursue 
their career in regional Australia and for those looking for an educational and 
career growth. 

 

 

Dr Amy Lee  
Resident Medical Officer 

I started working as an Resident Medical Officer in 
Geraldton Hospital over a year ago. My experience 
during this time has been some of my best as a junior 
doctor. The collegiate nature at Geraldton Hospital from 
nursing staff through to consultants makes for an 
enjoyable and supportive work environment. Not to 
mention the very high level of expertise and competence of 
the staff base here! Notably, the exposure to the full range of 
patient presentations within the ED and general medicine departments is a 
constant wealth of information and knowledge, in contrast to the more sub-
specialised exposures usually gained in metro hospitals. 

Working regionally has a multitude of benefits including being able to explore 
the many wonderful areas the state has to offer, a great work-life balance 
(short commute times are the best!) and being able to be a part of a tight knit 
community – both in and out of work. When I arrived, I knew no-one and 
nothing about the hospital or region - now one year later, I’ve met so many 
fantastic new people and Geraldton feels like home. The Midwest is a beautiful 
part of WA to live in; warm beaches at your doorstep, glorious weather for most 
of the year, whales in winter and wildflowers in spring – a nature lover’s dream. 
I’d definitely recommend working with WACHS if you’re looking for broad 
medical experiences in a friendly and supportive workplace, with the 
opportunity to dive into less-explored parts of WA.  

If you’re a doctor or know one, why not contact us to see if there’s a suitable WA Country Health Service medical position you can apply for? 
Email us at WACHSDoctors.Junior@health.wa.gov.au or visit WA Country Health Service - Medical vacancies for more information. 

mailto:WACHSDoctors.Junior@health.wa.gov.au
https://www.wacountry.health.wa.gov.au/Our-workforce/Work-with-us/Medical-workforce/Medical-vacancies

